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esera 2021 Conference, hps&st Presentations

The 14th European Science Education Research
Association (esera) conference (zoom) was hos-
ted by University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, 30
August – 3 September 2021. There were 922 parti-
cipants from 50 countries. The ‘Top Ten’ countries
being: Germany, Spain, USA, Sweden, United
Kingdom, Brazil, Greece, Israel, Norway, and Por-
tugal.

There were 60 hps&st-related presentations.
Titles, authors and institutions are available here.
Among these sessions was a symposium on ‘Truth,
Post-Truth and Trust’.

esera was initiated in Leeds, UK in 1995. As of
2021, it has about 1,200 active members from 52
countries. Of these, 797 are regular members and
403 are doctoral students. Presidents, who serve
4-year terms, have been:

1. Dimitris Psillos (Greece)

2. Robin Millar (UK)

3. Doris Jorde (Norway)

4. Justin Dillon (UK)

5. Manuela Welzer-Breuer (Germany)

6. Costas Constantinou (Cyprus)

7. Sibel Erduran (UK)

Science & Education Open Access
Articles

Science & Education journal currently has 73
hps&st articles available gratis as Open Access.
These can be seen and individually downloaded
here.

One article available here is Damian Fernandez-
Beanato’s ‘Feng Shui and the Demarcation Pro-
ject’. This is a contribution to a coming (Decem-
ber 2021) 8-article thematic issue of the journal
on ‘Feng Shui: Philosophical, Cultural and Edu-
cational Perspectives’.

The thematic issue addresses the subject matter of
the book: Feng Shui: Teaching About Science and
Pseudoscience (Springer 2019).

Material related to Feng Shui and the thematic is-
sue are available here.
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SpringerBook Series Science: Philo-
sophy, History and Education

This series publishes authoritative books that ad-
dress how history and philosophy can inform
science education. Thoughtful consideration of
the synergistic relationships among hps and sci-
ence education can improve science teaching and
learning, science education policy and outreach,
and the teaching and learning of hps. Science
education efforts to improve teaching and learn-
ing about the nature of science ( nos) should obvi-
ously be informed by hps scholarship, but hps also
offers much more for improving science teaching.
For instance, hps plays an important role in teach-
ing and learning for authentic conceptual under-
standing; making clear how such understanding
requires all students to at times abandon everyday
reasoning when learning particular science ideas.

Science education scholarship, in turn, can assist
efforts among hps scholars to promote public en-
gagement with science and hps. Recent emphasis
on engineering and technology in science educa-
tion calls for historians and philosophers in those
disciplines to contribute their expertise in pro-
moting a robust stem education and avoiding un-
desired and unanticipated problems.

Questions regarding author ideas for book pro-
posals should be directed to the Series Editor, Mi-
chael Clough (mclough@tamu.edu). Book pro-
posals are to submitted to the Publishing Editor:
Claudia Acuna (Claudia.Acuna@springer.com).
For more information, please visit https://www.
springer.com/series/13387

Strange Blood Open Access Book

This new book, Strange Blood, deals with a little-
known but in its time wide-spread and much de-
bated medical intervention: lamb blood transfu-
sion. It took place across Europe and the US in
the mid and late 19th century, and in places as far
apart as Cincinnati, Berlin, Naples and St. Peters-
burg. It was used as a last resort to combat tuber-
culosis, mental illness and other serious condi-
tions, but with contested results.

This is an Open Access book, free to download for
everyone, via the link here.

The book may seem to deal with an esoteric sub-
ject but it connects to a number of wider, and con-
temporary, issues in medicine, social, and animal
life. It presents a vivid story of medical ambition,
human suffering and scientific controversy, in war
and in peace.

To listen to an interview about the book, see here.

Boel Berner
Professor emerita
Department of Thematic Studies - Technology and
Social Change
Linköping University
Sweden
home page: https://liu.se/en/employee/boebe37

China, First National Innovative-
College-Teaching Contest

From July 27 to 30, 2021, The First National
College Teacher Innovation Contest was held at
Fudan University in Shanghai. A total of 50,386
teachers from 1,071 regular undergraduate
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Innovative Teaching Prize Winners

institutions across the country participated in the
competition, and 199 teaching teams (individu-
als) of them were finally shortlisted for the na-
tional competition. The contest was divided into
online review and on-site reporting, and the con-
tent involved video recording of classroom teach-
ing, reports on innovative achievements in cur-
riculum teaching and innovative teaching design.
And this contest has awarded 30 first prizes, 69
second prizes and 99 third prizes to the contest-
ants. Judging from the works participating in the
competition, the proportion in the field of science,
engineering, agronomy and medicine accounted
for 62.1%, demonstrating the concern for science,
technology and engineering education.

The National College Teacher Innovation Con-
test was guided by the concept of student-centred
learning. It was aimed at promoting teaching in-
novation and enhancing teaching innovation abil-
ity. From the innovation of situation introduc-
tion, curriculum content reconstruction, teaching
methods and teaching evaluation, we can learn
about what is the connotation of teaching innov-
ation, and how to carry out inquiries and discus-

sions on teaching innovation.

In the specific teaching process with the theme
of science and technology education, we should
pay more attention to the situation of social sci-
ence issues and real problems, then guide stu-
dents to acquire knowledge, learn methods and
improve their ability and thinking in the process
of solving real problems. At the level of specific
content, the curriculum content is reconstruc-
ted in the light of the cutting-edge development
of science and technology, the historical context
and life problems solution. In terms of teach-
ing method application, combined with the char-
acteristics of science, engineering and other dis-
ciplines, adopted the project-based learning, sci-
entific inquiry teaching, history and philosophy
of science into teaching, modelling teaching and
so on. Information technology is used to en-
rich teaching resources, innovate teaching envir-
onment, and carry out process-oriented, person-
alised and real-time teaching evaluation based on
technology.

For example, in the teaching of structural chem-
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istry, the development of chemical bond theory
is specifically summarised. This introduced J.J.
Berzelius’s electrochemical dualism in 1811, the
discovery of electron by J.J. Thomson et al. in
1897, and the theory of ionic bond by G.N. Lewis
in 1916. From 1925 to 1926, W. Heisenberg and
others made contributions to quantum mechan-
ics. In 1927, W. Heitler and F. London proposed
and formed the theory of valence bond. Guide
students to understand the core connotation of the
nature of science in the context of the history of
science, such as how science develops, how scient-
ists study science, and how the development of sci-
entific theory needs evidence.

Yubo Do, President of cahe
(China Association of Higher Education)

The first National College Teacher Innovation
Contest tries to explore how to create teaching
situations and teaching contents, reform teaching
methods and evaluation in teaching around a spe-
cific theme and curriculum content. This teach-
ing contest not only highlights the attention to the
content of science, technology and engineering,
but also explores how to apply innovative methods
such as history and philosophy of science (hps),
Social Science Issues (ssi) and scientific model-
ling in university science and technology teaching.
The fundamental purpose is to promote students’
understanding of nature of science (nos), enhance

students’ scientific thinking ability, improve stu-
dents’ scientific literacy, and lead students to form
correct values.

China Association of Higher Education hosted of
the contest, with guidance from Higher Educa-
tion Department of the Ministry of Education,
and support from universities and companies:

Fudan University, Beijing Institute of Technology,
Nanjing University, Zhejiang University, Uni-
versity of Electronic Science and Technology of
China, Xi’an Jiaotong University, and the Chinese
Association for Suzhi Education.

PhD Awarded

Dr Anna Koumara
Email: anniekmr@gmail.com
Institution: Department of Early Childhood Edu-
cation – University of Ioannina – Greece
Supervisor: Prof. Katerina Plakitsi

Title: Teaching nature of science in Greece: evalu-
ation of the condition and study of effective ways to
include it into teaching in the secondary education

Abstract:

The dissertation is about the integration of nature
of scientific knowledge (nosk) into teaching in the
Greek Secondary Education. It starts with the the-
oretical background, about the definition of nature
of science, and its characteristics. It continues with
the presentation of the Cultural-Historical Activity
Theory, according to Engeström, which is used as a
theoretical framework in the design.

A literature review on nosk teaching follows, on
the effectiveness of nosk teaching and its suggested
teaching approaches. It continues with a research
on the Greek educational system, which reveals that
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the curriculum and the school textbooks do not
contain nosk aspects, most teachers do not know
them as an organised body of knowledge, even if
they empirically refer to some of them, and they
never assess students on them. Finally, most stu-
dents have naïve views on most nosk aspects. Those
lead to the decisions to organise a PD-program for
in-service science teachers. The PD-program took
place in Thessaloniki and 49 teachers participated,
from April 2018 to May 2019, in six 3-hour meet-
ings. The three nosk teaching approaches (History
of Science, Scientific Inquiry, and Socio-scientific
issues) found in the literature were included in the
PD-program, in this order.

Through the evaluation of the program, it was
learnt: 1) considering cognitive results: a) parti-
cipant teachers learned nosk aspects, b) most of
them are able to design a lesson plan that integ-
rates nosk aspects, and c) to integrate them into
teaching. 2) Considering the structure of the PD-
program: teachers regard a) the knowledge of the
three approaches to be necessary, b) they agree with
the order of their presentation, c) they mostly use
the Scientific Inquiry, but they do not reject any of
the three.

The dissertation ends with the discussion of the res-
ults and their interpretation based on the theoret-
ical framework and the literature review.

Web link available here.

Dr Christine Janczur
Institute: Postgraduate Program of Science Bio-
logy - Laboratory of History of Biology and Edu-
cation (LaHBE) - Dept. of Genetics and Evolu-
tionary Biology, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Supervisor: Professor Dr. Maria Elice de Brzezin-
ski Prestes.

Title: Original sources of the History of Science in
Biology Education: commented translation of the
Preface and Parts 2 and 3 of the book Introduction
à L’étude de la Médecine Expérimentale (1865) by

Claude Bernard.

Abstract:

This thesis is a historical, theoretical, and practical
investigation of the translation of primary sources
in the history of science. The research subject is
the book Introduction à l’Étude de la Médecine Ex-
périmentale, by the 19th-century French medical re-
searcher, Claude Bernard (1813-1878), published
in 1865. The chosen work is considered a land-
mark reference for the development of the experi-
mental method in Human Physiology in the 19th-
century. The general goal is to develop epistemic-
methodological parameters specific to the transla-
tion of primary sources in the history of science,
based on the articulation between the foundations
of two areas of knowledge: the history of science
and translation studies.

This thesis is structured in four parts. The First Part
focuses on concepts related to translation and the
role of the translator, the history of translation prac-
tices and theories, and contemporary approaches
to the study of translation. In the second part, the
path to the construction of a methodology specific
to the translation of primary sources in the history
of science is presented. For this, after analysing
the practices of these translations and the discus-
sions that appeared in the recent literature, aspects
of the desired diachronic contextual translation for
primary sources are identified. A detailed contrast-
ive analysis of the translation carried out here com-
pared with a prior translation to Portuguese offered
illuminating examples of the effects on the final
product. Based on this, epistemic and methodolo-
gical aspects for the translation of primary sources
in the history of science were identified. The third
part contains the results of the research on Claude
Bernard and his work, developed according to the
methodology of the history of science.

After a contextualised analysis of his life and work,
the two main aspects of the legacy left by the book
are presented: the concept of the internal environ-
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ment and experimental medicine and the approach
on the glycogenic function of the liver. In part four,
the commented bilingual translation is presented,
which notes reflect the epistemic-methodological
parameters resulting from this research. The trans-
lation included the Preface, the Chronology, and
parts 2 and 3 of the book, complementing and de-
veloping a translation previously performed in my
master’s dissertation (Part 1 of Bernard’s book).

The parameters developed can serve as a reference
or a starting point for the theory and practice of
translations from primary sources in the history
of science. It also indicates the specificity of this
type of technical translation, pointing to the poten-
tial for delimiting a particular type of translation.
The translation presented here aims at an audience
of students, teachers, and researchers from several
fields of knowledge, from biomedical disciplines,
passing through meta-scientific disciplines such as
history, philosophy, and sociology of science to dis-
ciplines from areas of linguistics, history, and sci-
entific education. The resulting translation also of-
fers the potential to approach the contextual science
teaching and learning process based on the use of
primary sources.

Varia

Periodic Table lecture, Eric Scerri, Chemical
Education Conference, Padua University

The 45 minute lecture (in English) begins after
4 minute introduction in Italian. Scerri main-
tains that chemical education currently puts the
‘cart before the horse’ by teaching atomic struc-
ture and even elementary quantum mechanics be-
fore teaching chemistry and the periodic table.
In this lecture he proposes putting the ‘horse’ of
chemistry and the periodic table before the cart of
atomic structure and quantum mechanics.

Vale, Peter Fensham (1927-2021)

Peter Fensham, Australia’s best known science
educator, passed away 23 August 2021, aged 93
years. The Monash University obituary provides
an account of his life, career, research and inter-
national influence.

Mario Bunge Obituaries

The Journal of General Philosophy of Science has
published an obituary for Mario Bunge written by
the German philosopher Martin Mahner: ‘Con-
joining Philosophy of Science and Scientific Philo-
sophy’ Vol.52, 2021, pp.3-23. It is available here.
An earlier obituary for Bunge written by Michael
Matthews is available here.

stem Disciplines in Science Education Stand-
ards Documents in USA, Korea and Taiwan

The Science & Education 2020 article by Wonyong
Park, Jen-Yi Wu and Sibel Erduran is available un-
der Open Access.

A usa University Covid Mask-
wearing Exchange

The following exchange about compulsory mask
wearing between a US member of the hps&st com-
munity and a student at [a State University] is,
surely, instructive at many levels. Not least of which
is the care, time, attention, and patience invested by
the professor in making an historically and scien-
tifically informed response. It is the very model of
an educative engagement between teacher and stu-
dent.
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Dear Professor X,

My name is David [not real name], I’m a student at
[University] and a leader of [a conservative liber-
tarian activist group] here. We’ve been working on
a petition to end the mask mandate in classrooms,
and are hoping to get some staff and faculty signa-
tures.

If you agree that the mask mandate is unnecessary
at this point, please sign the petition at [the group’s
website].

Thanks, – David

The professor’s response:

David,

Have you ever heard of a disease called Polio?
There was a little boy in my neighborhood who
had it when we were in grade school (six dec-
ades ago). His name was David Philby. He occa-
sionally hobbled out of his house wearing his stiff
leather boots, clunky metal leg braces, and full arm
crutches. He would stand in silence at the side-
lines watching us play baseball or football. He was
a victim of polio. He died from it when he was
about ten years old.  In those days, everyone knew
someone who had contracted polio, but for most
people today it is a vague and distant memory. 

We also had a tuberculosis sanitorium in my home
town, but by the time I was in grade school tuber-
culosis had been brought under control, and the
sanitorium had been converted into an orphanage.
Have you ever known anyone who had tubercu-
losis?

What about measles? Mumps? Rubella? Chicken-
pox? Scarlet Fever? Small Pox? Hepatitis? Diph-
theria? Meningitis? Pertussis? Have you ever had
any of these diseases? Probably not. These dis-

eases were common just a generation or two ago. 
What happened to change that? Well, let me ex-
plain. Medical science created vaccines for most
of them, antibiotics and other effective treatments
for the rest of them. In 1918 a particularly virulent
form of Influenza (nicknamed the ‘Spanish Flu’)
swept across the globe in a pandemic that killed
over 25 million people. Today, we are able to vac-
cinate for flu, also.

We are currently dealing with a new pandemic.
Covid and its metastasizing variants has already
killed millions of people worldwide, and over
650,000 people in our own country. Yet, thanks
to a strangely deranged political environment this
pandemic has become the beneficiary of an anti-
science mentality that began by declaring the dis-
ease itself a ‘hoax,’ and has continued to generate
an irrational resistance to vaccines and other pub-
lic health measures known to mitigate the spread
and the severity of this disease. Yes, most people
can recover from it, especially if they have been
vaccinated.

But for those who meet with its worst effects, the
end game is unimaginably gruesome. Your kid-
neys and other organs are damaged; the delicate
tissue in your lungs is compromised and begins to
leak; your lungs fill up and you literally drown in
your own fluids.  Those ‘ventilators’ they use don’t
just ventilate your lungs, they also involve a tube
that gets shoved down into your lungs so they can
suck out the fluid. For those who get to that point,
it is a terrible way to die.

We can mitigate the spread of this awful disease.
Even those of us who are healthy have an oppor-
tunity to help slow the spread of it for the bene-
fit of our fellow citizens. Masks do not prevent
the spread of this disease altogether, of course,
but they are highly effective. Of course, the polit-
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ical rhetoric denies that masks do any good at all.
Really? Then why do surgeons and other medical
professionals in the operating room wear masks
when they open you up? Because they contain the
spread of bacteria and viruses.  100%? Maybe not.
But they do help.

Instead of wasting your time distributing a
counter-productive petition to interfere with this
one tiny mitigation effort that all of us could be ac-
cepting graciously as a matter of personal respons-
ibility, I would suggest you and your friends get
behind a massive public drive to ensure that every-
one gets vaccinated.  The reason polio, mumps,
whooping cough, smallpox, chicken pox, diph-
theria, and other once common childhood dis-
eases are almost unheard of today is because our
society had the wisdom and the fortitude to re-
quire vaccinations of all children, including you,
so that no one would have to lose a child to these
diseases ever again.

Your petition to resist the wearing of masks is on
the wrong side of this public health emergency.
We should be doing all we can to slow the spread of
this disease, not to perpetuate it.  Part of the prob-
lem here is the fact that young Americans have a
razor-sharp conviction around the topic of their
own freedom and liberty, but a diminished un-
derstanding of the associated duties and respons-
ibilities, and an appalling lack of historical know-
ledge concerning the classical and the Enlighten-
ment traditions of liberal education, democracy,
liberty, and their associated commitments to sci-
entific culture, empirical evidence, reason, and
ethical duty. Freedom is a dissemination of re-
sponsibility, not a dispensation from it.

If you choose to continue circulating this perni-
cious petition, let me suggest that you at least be-
come consistent in your thinking, and include a

line in the petition by which those who sign it
agree to forgo medical treatment in the event they
contract Covid, and a second line in which they
confirm their own legal liability if anyone con-
tracts Covid from them as a result of their refusal
to wear a mask. These two modifications to the
petition would create a far more consistent and re-
sponsible public statement, holding each person
responsible for the consequences of their choices.

And, no, I will not sign your petition. I hate
wearing masks, but I will continue to follow CDC
guidelines. I am vaccinated, so I will not get
deathly ill from Covid, but I can still spread it to
others if I come into contact with it, so I wear the
mask for the sake of other people, most of whom
are strangers to me. Our public health guidelines
requiring masks are created by people who actu-
ally know what they are talking about, rather than
merely talking about what they know we want to
hear. If we refuse to wear the masks, then the
disease will spread through our campus environ-
ments, and we will once again find ourselves tak-
ing classes via distance technology.  If we were all
vaccinated, we would have this disease under con-
trol, just like those diseases I listed at the begin-
ning of this email. But ‘true patriots’ are refusing
that responsible course of action as well.

With freedom comes responsibility, whether we
like it or not. If we are unwilling to accept re-
sponsibility, then it will not be too long before our
freedoms actually do erode, not from nefarious
players, but from natural causes.

I pray you will continue your education… until it
takes.

Respectfully,

Professor X, Ph.D.
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Opinion Piece I: Pseudophilo-
sophy encourages confused, self-
indulgent thinking | Victor Mober-
ger, Stockholm University

Victor Moberger received his PhD in philosophy
from Uppsala University in 2018. He is currently
employed as a researcher at Stockholm University
in Sweden. His university profile is available here.

There are many kinds of pseudosciences: as-
trology, homeopathy, flat-Earthism, anti-vaxx.
These ‘fields’ traffic in bizarre claims with scientific
pretensions. On a surface level, these claims seem
to be scientific and usually appear to comment on
the same kind of things that science does. How-
ever, upon closer inspection, pseudoscience is re-
vealed to be bullshit: it is indifferent to the truth.
Analogous to pseudoscience, can there be such a
thing as pseudophilosophy, in which one makes
claims with philosophical pretensions which on
closer inspection turn out to be bullshit? I think
there is.

Let’s begin with the concept of pseudophilosophy.
If there is something deserving of that name, then

it would be deficient with respect to philosophical
issues in the same way that pseudoscience is defi-
cient with respect to scientific issues. So, in order
to get a grip on pseudophilosophy, we should first
look more closely at the way in which pseudos-
cience is deficient, and then see whether we can
find something analogous in the philosophical do-
main.

What makes pseudoscientific beliefs deficient is
that they’re formed in an epistemically unconscien-
tious way. That’s to say, these beliefs are made
from culpably confused and uninformed reason-
ing. For example, the belief that the Earth is flat
can be sustained only by self-willed disregard of
the massive amounts of evidence to the contrary,
accumulated over several centuries by several dif-
ferent sciences.

However, such unconscientiousness doesn’t pre-
suppose insincerity or charlatanry. A charlatan
is someone who has a hidden, usually profit-
seeking, agenda and who is fundamentally indif-
ferent to whether their beliefs are true. Often bull-
shit is produced without such insincerity, how-
ever, since one can care about the truth of one’s
beliefs without taking care with respect to it.

A problem is that most of us are lacking in epi-
stemic conscientiousness, at least sometimes and
to some extent. In order for something to count
as pseudoscience, some minimal degree of uncon-
scientiousness is therefore required. A good rule
of thumb for being conscientious is to keep an
eye out for classical fallacies such as ad hominem,
straw man, false dilemma and cherry-picking.
Such fallacies occur in all kinds of contexts, but
in pseudoscience they occur more systematically.

Epistemic unconscientiousness is an essential but
not exhaustive component of pseudoscience. To
count as pseudoscientific, a belief must also be
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about some scientific issue, and this is precisely
where pseudoscience and pseudophilosophy dif-
fer. Just like pseudoscience, pseudophilosophy is
defined by a lack of epistemic conscientiousness,
but its subject matter is philosophical rather than
scientific.

Roughly speaking, the difference between sci-
entific and philosophical issues is that the latter
aren’t in any straightforward way resolvable via
empirical investigation. Whether there is a God,
for example, or whether there are objective moral
truths, are questions that have to be answered
largely via a priori reflection, if at all. These ques-
tions are thus different from questions such as
whether the Earth is flat or spherical, or whether
anthrax is caused by bacteria, which do have em-
pirically accessible answers.

There are two kinds of pseudophilosophy, one
mostly harmless and the other insidious. The
first variety is usually found in popular scientific
contexts. This is where writers, typically with
a background in the natural sciences, walk self-
confidently into philosophical territory without
realising it, and without conscientious attention
to relevant philosophical distinctions and argu-
ments. Often implicit empiricist assumptions in
epistemology, metaphysics and the philosophy of
language are relied upon as if they were self-
evident, and without awareness of the threat that
those very assumptions pose to the author’s own
reasoning. We can call this phenomenon scient-
istic pseudophilosophy.

An illustrative example is Sam Harris’s book The
Moral Landscape (2010), in which straw men are
lined up due to Harris’s failure to grasp the con-
tent of many of the philosophical claims and ar-
guments that he criticises, such as Hume’s law
(or the is/ought problem) and G.E. Moore’s open-

question argument (ie, that no moral property is
identical to a natural property).

Similarly, in A Universe from Nothing (2012),
Lawrence Krauss engages with philosophical ar-
guments for theism without understanding them
properly. Most saliently, he ends up criticising
a caricature version of the so-called cosmological
argument about the existence of God.

The insidious kind of pseudophilosophy, which I
will focus on here, is an academic enterprise, pur-
sued primarily within the humanities and social
sciences. I don’t mean to suggest that the discip-
lines in question are inherently pseudophilosoph-
ical, only that, for some reason, a whole lot of
pseudophilosophy goes on within them (although
this will vary greatly between different universit-
ies and departments). Often philosophical issues
are raised concerning knowledge, truth, objectiv-
ity, rationality and scientific methodology, and,
again, without conscientious attention to relevant
philosophical distinctions and arguments.

A characteristic trait is a deferential attitude
toward some supposedly great continental
European thinker or thinkers, such as G.W.F.
Hegel, Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung,
Martin Heidegger or Jean-Paul Sartre (who might
or might not have themselves been guilty of
pseudophilosophy). Usually, the prose is infused
with arcane terminology and learned jargon, cre-
ating an aura of scholarly profundity. We can
call this phenomenon obscurantist pseudophilo-
sophy.

While pseudoscience is particularly prone to
causal fallacies and cherry-picking of data, the
most common fallacy in obscurantist pseudo-
philosophy is equivocation. This fallacy exploits
ambiguities in certain key terms, where plausible
but trivial claims lend apparent credibility to inter-
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esting but controversial ones. When challenged,
the obscurantist will typically retreat to the safe
house provided by the trivial interpretation of his
claims, only to reoccupy the controversial ground
once the critic has left the scene.

Let me illustrate how this works, focusing on
Michel Foucault, one of the central figures of
French postmodernism. A central theme in Fou-
cault’s writings is a critique of the notion of object-
ive truth. Although there are controversies about
interpretation, at least on the face of it Foucault
maintains that truth is socially constructed and
subject to ideological influence, and therefore not
objective. However, his arguments for this claim
focus entirely on the way in which what is assumed
or believed to be true is influenced by what he
refers to as ‘power’. It is, of course, a plausible
claim that our assumptions or beliefs are suscept-
ible to ideological influence, especially in emo-
tionally charged areas such as politics, but also in
supposedly rational areas such as science.

But Foucault doesn’t explain how this rather
mundane observation is supposed to imply or sup-
port the philosophically controversial claim that
what is true, or which facts obtain (concerning
the shape of the Earth, for example), is suscept-
ible to ideological influence. Instead, by using
the word ‘truth’ in an impressionistic fashion, the
distinction between belief and truth is smudged
over, allowing Foucault to make seemingly pro-
found statements such as:

[T]ruth isn’t outside power, or lacking in power:
contrary to a myth whose history and functions
would repay further study, truth isn’t the reward of
free spirits, the child of protracted solitude, nor the
privilege of those who have succeeded in liberating
themselves. Truth is a thing of this world: it is pro-
duced only by virtue of multiple forms of constraint.

I leave it as an exercise to the reader to disambig-
uate this statement and see what remains.

This kind of fallacious critique of the notion of ob-
jective truth is a particularly pernicious aspect of
obscurantist pseudophilosophy in general. Often,
it’s due to simple misunderstandings (such as con-
fusing truth with belief or knowledge), but some-
times it’s due rather to wilful obscurity (as in the
case of Foucault).

Perhaps due to its aura of academic legitimacy and
profundity, obscurantist pseudophilosophy is of-
ten used to give credence to dogmatic and belli-
cose political agendas, both on the Left and on the
Right. Beyond that, it encourages confused and
self-indulgent thinking in university students, and
consumes vast resources that could be put to bet-
ter use.

While pseudoscience can perhaps be counteracted
by science education, the cure for pseudophilo-
sophy is not science education but philosophical
education. More specifically, it is a matter of de-
veloping the kind of basic critical thinking skills
that are taught to undergraduates in philosophy.
This doesn’t need to be anything fancy. Students
should be taught things like learning to distin-
guish in a disciplined way between central philo-
sophical concepts such as belief, truth, rationality
and knowledge. They should be aware of the way
ambiguities can be exploited by equivocating ar-
guments, and become adept at how to spot other
fallacies such as ad hominem and straw man. With
these fundamental tools in hand, there would be a
good deal less pseudophilosophy going around.

Reproduced with thanks from Aeon magazine, 9
February 2021.
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Opinion Piece II: Language Crimes:
ALesson inHowNot toWrite, Cour-
tesy of the Professoriate, Dennis
Dutton

Denis Dutton (1944-2010) gained his PhD in philo-
sophy at University of California, Santa Barbara,
and was Professor of Philosophy, University of Can-
terbury, New Zealand. He founded, and for 23 years
edited, the journal Philosophy and Literature. In
1998 he commenced the web-based newsletter Arts
& Letters Daily.

Pick up an academic book, and there’s no reason to
expect the writing to be graceful or elegant. Many
factors attract people to the scholarly life, but an
appealing prose style was never a requirement for
the job.

Having spent the past 23 years editing a scholarly
journal, Philosophy and Literature, I have come to
know many lucid and lively academic writers. But
for every superb stylist there are a hundred whose
writing is no better than adequate — or just plain
awful.

While everyone moans (rightly) about the decline
in student literacy, not enough attention has been
given to deplorable writing among the professori-
ate. Things came to a head, for me, a few years ago
when I opened a new book aptly called The End of
Education: Toward Posthumanism. It began:

This book was instigated by the Harvard Core Cur-
riculum Report in 1978 and was intended to re-
spond to what I took to be an ominous educational
reform initiative that, without naming it, would del-
egitimate the decisive, if spontaneous, disclosure of
the complicity of liberal American institutions of
higher learning with the state’s brutal conduct of the

war in Vietnam and the consequent call for opening
the university to meet the demands by hitherto mar-
ginalized constituencies of American society for en-
franchisement.

This was written by a professor of English. He’s
supposed to teach students how to write.

Fed up, I resolved to find out just how low the
state of academic writing had sunk. I could use
the Internet to solicit the most egregious examples
of awkward, jargon-clogged academic prose from
all over the English-speaking world. And so, the
annual BadWriting Contest was born.

The rules were simple: Entries should be a sen-
tence or two from an actual published scholarly
book or journal article. No translations into Eng-
lish allowed, and the entries had to be non-ironic:
We could hardly admit parodies in a field where
unintentional self-parody was so rampant.

Each year for four years now the contest has attrac-
ted around 70 entries. My co-editors at Philosophy
and Literature and I are the judges, and the winner
is announced in the journal.

No one denies the need for a specialised vocab-
ulary in biochemistry or physics or in technical
areas of the humanities like linguistics. But among
literature professors who do what they now call
“theory” — mostly inept philosophy applied to lit-
erature and culture — jargon has become the em-
peror’s clothing of choice.

Thus, in A Defense of Poetry, English Prof. Paul
Fry writes:

It is the moment of non-construction, disclosing the
absentation of actuality from the concept in part
through its invitation to emphasize, in reading, the
helplessness — rather than the will to power — of
its fall into conceptuality.
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If readers are baffled by a phrase like “disclosing
the absentation of actuality,” they will imagine it’s
due to their own ignorance. Much of what passes
for theory in English departments depends on this
kind of natural humility on the part of readers.
The writing is intended to look as though Mr. Fry
is a physicist struggling to make clear the Copen-
hagen interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. Of
course, he’s just an English professor showing off.

The vatic tone and phony technicality can also
serve to elevate a trivial subject. Many English
departments these days find it hard to fill classes
where students are assigned Milton or Melville,
and they are transforming themselves into de-
partments of so-called cultural studies, where the
students are offered the analysis of movies, tele-
vision programs, and popular music. Thus, in
a laughably convoluted book on the Nancy Ker-
rigan/Tonya Harding affair, we read in a typical
sentence that “this melodrama parsed the trans-
gressive hybridity of un-narratived representat-
ive bodies back into recognizable heterovisual
modes.”

The pretentiousness of the worst academic writ-
ing betrays it as a kind of intellectual kitsch, ana-
logous to bad art that declares itself “profound”
or “moving” not by displaying its own intrinsic
value but by borrowing these values from else-
where. Just as a cigar box is elevated by a Rem-
brandt painting, or a living room is dignified by
sets of finely bound but unread books, so these
kitsch theorists mimic the effects of rigour and
profundity without actually doing serious intellec-
tual work. Their jargon-laden prose always sug-
gests but never delivers genuine insight. Here is
this year’s winning sentence, by Berkeley Prof. Ju-
dith Butler, from an article in the journal Diacrit-
ics:

The move from a structuralist account in which cap-
ital is understood to structure social relations in re-
latively homologous ways to a view of hegemony in
which power relations are subject to repetition, con-
vergence, and rearticulation brought the question
of temporality into the thinking of structure, and
marked a shift from a form of Althusserian theory
that takes structural totalities as theoretical objects
to one in which the insights into the contingent pos-
sibility of structure inaugurate a renewed concep-
tion of hegemony as bound up with the contingent
sites and strategies of the rearticulation of power.

To ask what this means is to miss the point. This
sentence beats readers into submission and in-
structs them that they are in the presence of a great
and deep mind. Actual communication has noth-
ing to do with it.

As a lifelong student of Kant, I know that philo-
sophy is not always well-written. But when Kant
or Aristotle or Wittgenstein are most obscure, it’s
because they are honestly grappling with the most
complex and difficult problems the human mind
can encounter. How different from the desperate
incantations of the Bad Writing Contest winners,
who hope to persuade their readers not by argu-
ment but by obscurity that they too are the great
minds of the age.

Reproduced from The Wall Street Journal, Febru-
ary 5, 1999

Invitation to Submit Opinion Piece

In order to make better educational use of the
wide geographical and disciplinary reach of this
hps&st newsletter, invitations are extended for
readers to contribute opinion or position pieces or
suggestions about any aspect of the past, present
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or future of hps&st studies.

Contributions can be sent direct to Michael
Matthews or Nathan Oseroff-Spicer.

Ideally, they might be pieces that are already on
the web, in which case a few paragraphs introduc-
tion, with link to web site can be sent, or else the
pieces will be put on the web with a link given in
the newsletter.

They will be archived in the opinion folder at the
hps&st web site: http://www.hpsst.com/.

Bad Writing in Education?

Both opinion pieces distinguish simple, ordinary,
everyday poor writing from bad writing. While all
bad writing is poor writing, not all poor writing is
bad; sometimes it can be just lazy, careless or un-
tutored.

The opinion pieces deal with Bad Writing in the
fields of Philosophy and English Studies. The
question can be raised whether Bad Writing is a
disciplinary problem in Education. This, for the
very reasons that Moberger and Dutton advance
above, deserves attention. Could Education sus-
tain a comparable Bad Writing Contest?

Stephen Shapin touches on this blight in history of
science writing:

But the problem to which it is worth drawing at-
tention is the particular species of bad writing that
is, so to speak, institutionally intentional. Initiates
learn to write badly as a badge of professionalism;
they resist using the vernacular because it doesn’t
sound smart enough; they infer from obscurity to
profundity. Some things are indeed hard to say in

ordinary English, but not nearly so many as aca-
demics pretend. (‘Hyper-professionalism and the
crisis of readership in the history of science’, Isis,
2005, 96(2), 238–243).

The hps&st newsletter is an appropriate vehicle
to mull over the question. If readers have examples
of what they regard as Bad Writing in Education,
or hps, please do send the instances, with full bib-
liographic details to the Editor.

If such examples are sent, and are judged to
meet the rigorous standards for Bad Writing, they
would be published sans authorship. The issue can
be, with benefit, aired without identification of au-
thor. That a piece of bad writing has been pub-
lished in an established journal, or book series,
suffices to show that the discipline has a problem;
that the author has a particular writing problem
is unfortunate but is a separate matter that is not
of immediate concern to newsletter readers. If
any reader would care to take on responsibility for
overseeing the Bad Writing exercise, that would be
appreciated. Please contact the Editor.

PhD Theses in hps&st Domain

The hps&st newsletter is the ideal medium for
publicising and making known submitted and
awarded doctoral theses in the hps&st domain.

The following details should be submitted to the
editor at m.matthews@unsw.edu.au:

• Candidate’s name and email

• Institution

• Supervisor

• Thesis title
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• Abstract of 100-300 words

• Web link when theses are required to be sub-
mitted for open search on web.

Latin American hps&st Events

22ª Reunión de Educación en Física (22nd
Meeting of Physics Education)

The Meeting of Physics Education, promoted by
the Association of Teachers of Physics of Argen-
tina (apfa) since 1978, will be organised from
Santiago del Estero with a modality that will al-
low remote participation. The meeting will be
held virtually from September 27th to October 1st.
Information may be found in http://apfa.org.ar/
ref22/

XIII Encontro Nacional de Pesquisa em Edu-
cação em Ciências (XXI National Meeting of
Research on Science Education)

The meeting is organised by the Brazilian Associ-
ation of Research on Science Education. Its theme
will be “The centrality of research on science edu-
cation in times of non-science movements: inter-
action, communication and legitimation” and it
will be held virtually from September 27th to Oc-
tober 1st. There will be a special thematic ses-
sion for works on History, Philosophy and Soci-
ology of Science. Information may be found in
https://www.enpec2021.com.br/sobre.php

Escola Paranaense de História e Filosofia da
Ciência e da Tecnologia (Paraná School of His-
tory and Philosophy of Science and Techno-
logy)

In its sixth edition, the Paraná School of His-
tory and Philosophy of Science has the purpose of
providing its audience with an initiation into the
analytical and conceptual universe of critical un-
derstanding of scientific and technological prac-
tices. It will be held from November 23 to 26. In-
formation may be found here.

Cycle of seminars to celebrate the 30th an-
niversary of Group of History, Theory and Sci-
ence Teaching

The ghtc (Group of History, Theory and Science
Teaching) is a Brazilian research group formed by
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researchers in the history of science and its inter-
faces with science education. It was founded in
1991 in Brazil by Professor Roberto de Andrade
Martins and is completing 30 years of activities.

To celebrate this anniversary, we organised a cycle
of seminars inviting colleagues who are part of our
history. The seminars will take place from Octo-
ber 4th to 29th, 2021. For the program, please visit
here. It will be a great joy to have you at this party!

TheInternational Society for thePhilosophyof
Chemistry (ispc) Symposium

The symposium was held in Buenos Aires (Ar-
gentina) in July 2021, when scholars working on
philosophy of chemistry shared their research res-
ults and discuss the current topics of the discip-
line. Information about the symposium, includ-
ing the link to the streaming in youtube may be
found here.

2021 Simpósio Nacional de Ensino de Física
(2021 National Symposium of Physics Teach-
ing)

In July 2021 the National Symposium of Physics
Teaching in Brazil was held. The event was dedic-
ated to different themes in Physics teaching, also
encompassing History and Philosophy in Physics
Teaching. Information about the event and the
link to speeches (including the speech of the Nobel
Laureate Carl Weiman) may be found here.

Recent hps&st Research Articles

Centaurus (Vol. 63, Issue 3, August 2021)
Spotlight Section: Silvanus P. Thompson:
Quaker polymath and public scient-
ist‐engineer
Historiographical Section: History of Science
in Central and Eastern Europe
Edited by: Stathis Arapostathis, Graeme
Gooday, Mitchell G. Ash

Journal for General Philosophy of Science (Vol. 52,
Issue 1, March 2021)
Special Section: Thinking Crossroads: From
Scientific Pluralism to Pluralist History of Sci-
ence
Editors: Matteo Vagelli, Laurent Loison, Ivan
Moya‐Diez

Alghamdi, A.K.H., Alotaibi, W. (2021). Bring-
ing Science Fiction Story Writing to Saudi
Science Education: Writing-to-Learn Ex-
ploratory Case Study. Sci & Educ, 1-17.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00254-7

Alvarado, R. (2021). Computer Simulations
as Scientific Instruments. Found Sci, 1-21.
doi:10.1007/s10699-021-09812-2 online first

Antiochou, K. (2021). Science communication:
challenges and dilemmas in the age of covid-
19. hpls, 1-4.
doi:10.1007/s40656-021-00444-0 online first

Antink-Meyer, A., Arias, A.M. (2021). Teach-
ers’ Incorporation of Epistemic Practices in
K-8 Engineering and Their Views About the
Nature of Engineering Knowledge. Sci &
Educ, 1-26. doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00265-4
online first
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Bhakthavatsalam, S., Sun, W. A Virtue Epistem-
ological Approach to the Demarcation Prob-
lem: Implications for Teaching About Feng
Shui in Science Education. Sci & Educ, 1-32.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00256-5 online first

Bichara, D.B., Dagher, Z.R. & Fang, H. (2021).
What do COVID-19 Tweets Reveal about
Public Engagement with Nature of Science?.
Sci & Educ, 1-31.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00233-y online first

Birch, J. (2021). Science and policy in extremis:
the UK’s initial response to covid-19. Euro Jnl
Phil Sci, 1-27.
doi:10.1007/s13194-021-00407-z online first

Bursten, J.R.S., Strandmark, M. (2021). Bet-
ter learning through history: using archival
resources to teach healthcare ethics to sci-
ence students. Euro Jnl Phil Sci, 1-14.
doi:10.1007/s13194-021-00406-0 online first

Chion, A. R., Adúriz-Bravo, A. (2021). In
Sickness and in Health: Narratives on
Epidemics as Tools for Science Teaching
in Secondary Schools. Sci & Educ, 1-23.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00258-3 online first

Chowdhury, T., Holbrook, J., Reis, P. et al. (2021).
Bangladeshi Science Teachers’ Perceived Im-
portance and Perceived Current Practices
in Promoting Science Education Through a
Context-Based, Socio-scientific Framework.
Sci & Educ, 1-37.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00236-9 online first

Davidson, S.G., Jaber, L.Z. & Southerland, S.A.
(2021). Cultivating Science Teachers’ Under-
standings of Science as a Discipline. Sci &
Educ, 1-27. doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00276-1
online first

Deser, S. (2021). The ADM version of GR at Sixty:
a brief account for historians. epj h, 46(1).
doi:10.1140/epjh/s13129-021-00019-4

Fernandez-Beanato, D. (2021). Feng Shui and
the Demarcation Project. Sci & Educ, 1-19.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00240-z online first

French, S., Murphy, A. (2021). The Value
of Surprise in Science. Erkenntnis, 1-20.
doi:10.1007/s10670-021-00410-z online first

Gamini, A.M. (2021). A Critique of Darwin’s The
Descent of Man by a Muslim Scholar in 1912:
Mu�ammad-Ri�ā I�fahānī’s Examination of
the Anatomical and Embryological Similarit-
ies Between Human and Other Animals. J Hist
Biol, 1-27. doi:10.1007/s10739-021-09641-w
online first

Gantet, C. (2021). The dissemination of mesmer-
ism in Germany (1784–1815): Some patterns
of the circulation of knowledge. Centaurus, 1–
17. doi:10.1111/1600-0498.12396 online first

Ginnobili, S., González Galli, L. & Ariza, Y.
(2021). Do What Darwin Did: How
to Deal with Teleological Misconceptions
in the Classroom. Sci & Educ, 1-21.
doi:10.1007/s11191-020-00186-8 online first

Gori, P. (2021). Ernst Mach’s Contribution to
the Philosophy of Science in Light of Mary B.
Hesse’s Post-Empiricism. hopos: The Journal
of the International Society for the History
of Philosophy of Science. doi:10.1086/715876
[Just accepted]

Gu, C., Feng, Y. (2021). Influence of Public En-
gagement with Science on Scientific Informa-
tion Literacy During the covid-19 Pandemic:
Empirical Evidence from College Students in
China. Sci & Educ, 1-15.
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doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00261-8 online first

Han-Tosunoglu, C., Ozer, F. (2021). Exploring
Pre-service Biology Teachers’ Informal Reas-
oning and Decision-Making About covid-19.
Sci & Educ, 1-31.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00272-5 online first

Hopwood, N., Müller-Wille, S., Browne, J. et al.
(2021). Cycles and circulation: a theme in the
history of biology and medicine. hpls, 1-39.
doi:10.1007/s40656-021-00425-3 online first

Humar, M. (2021). Metaphors as models: To-
wards a typology of metaphor in ancient sci-
ence. hpls, 1-26.
doi:10.1007/s40656-021-00450-2 online first

Iranzo, V., Pérez-González, S. (2021). Epidemi-
ological models and covid-19-19: a compar-
ative view. hpls, 1-24.
doi:10.1007/s40656-021-00457-9 online first

Ippoliti, E. (2021). Why Finance Needs Philo-
sophy (and Vice Versa): Some Epistemic
and Methodological Issues. Found Sci, 1-18.
doi:10.1007/s10699-021-09804-2 online first

Kaalund, N., & Woitkowitz, J. (2021). ‘An-
cient lore with modern appliances’: Net-
works, expertise, and the making of the
Open Polar Sea, 1851–1853. The Brit-
ish Journal for the History of Science, 1-23.
doi:10.1017/S0007087421000522 online first

Kiang, K.M., Szeto, W.M. (2021). Teaching Tra-
ditional Chinese Science as a Part of a nos
Curriculum in Hong Kong. Sci & Educ, 1-20.
doi:10.1007/s11191-021-00248-5 online first

Leone, M., Robotti, N. Guglielmo Mar-
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Boscarino, Giuseppe (2021). Epistemology of
Hope: The Creed of the Free Spirit. Varazze (SV):
PM edizioni. isbn: 978-8-831-22274-7

“The book was born in a sad and troubled his-
torical moment of our time, of covid 19, where
common forms of feeling, perceiving and experi-
encing the natural thing mediate with higher forms
of interpreting it scientifically, as well as of relating
ourselves to it from an economic and political point
of view. All this calls into question still other more
complex forms of interpreting it and relating to it,
such as religions, philosophies, morals. And with
them, hoping, believing and thinking. The com-
parison is with the ways of believing, thinking and
hoping within what we call traditions of thought.
These have conceived their relationships differently.
Our belief in the light of what also comes to us from
what we have called the protoscience of Lucretius
and which led us to give the title of our book, is
that the potentiality, which can be believed to be the
foundation of hope, is not an ontological category of
reality, which instead is what it is both in its appar-
ent being, the phenomenon, changeable over time,
as in its being, unchanging over time, the essence,
but rather an epistemological category, of the epi-
steme, that is, of the scientific theory, either in its
elementary forms, which we analyse, or in the most
advanced and developed ones of the traditions of
thought, within which it lives, in particular, accord-
ing to our own belief, in the Italic one.” (From the
Author)

More information available here. (Italian Edition)
and available here (English Edition).

Briggs, Andrew, & Reiss, Michael J. (2021). Hu-
man Flourishing: Scientific insight and spiritual
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wisdom in uncertain times. Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press. isbn: 978-0-198-85026-7

“For thousands of years, humans have asked ’Why
we are here?’ and ’What makes for a good life?’ At
different times, different answers have held sway.
Nowadays, there are more answers proposed than
ever. Much of humanity still finds the ultimate an-
swers to such questions in religion. But in countries
across the globe, secular views are widely held. In
any event, whether religious or secular, individuals,
communities and governments still have to make
decisions about what people get from life.

“This book therefore examines what is meant by hu-
man flourishing and see what it has to offer for those
seeking after truth, meaning and purpose. This is
a book written for anyone who wants a future for
themselves, their children, and their fellow humans
- a future that enables flourishing, pays due consid-
eration to issues of truth and helps us find meaning
and purpose in our lives.

“At a time when most of us are bombarded with
messages about what we should or should not do
to live healthily, attain a work-life balance and find
meaning, a careful consideration of the contribu-
tions of both scientific insight and spiritual wisdom
provides a new angle. This is therefore a book that
not only helps readers clarify their views and see
things afresh but also help them improve their own
well-being in an age of AI and other new technolo-
gies.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Cavicchi, Elizabeth & Heering, Peter (Eds.)
(2021). Historical Scientific Instruments in Con-
temporary Education (Scientific Instruments and
Collections, Volume: 9). Leiden: Brill.
isbn: 978-9-004-49967-6

“These essays draw on recent and versatile work

by museum staff, science educators, and teachers,
showing what can be done with historical scientific
instruments or replicas. Varied audiences - with
members just like you - can be made aware of
exciting aspects of history, observation, problem-
solving, restoration, and scientific understanding,
by the projects outlined here by professional prac-
titioners. These interdisciplinary case studies, ran-
ging from the cinematic to the hands-on, show how
inspiration concerning science and the past can give
intellectual pleasure as well as authentic learning
to new participants, who might include people like
you: students, teachers, curators, and the interested
and engaged public.

“Contributors are Dominique Bernard, Paolo
Brenni, Roland Carchon, Elizabeth Cavicchi,
Stéphane Fischer, Peter Heering, J.W. Huisman,
Françoise Khantine-Langlois, Alistair M. Kwan,
Janet Laidla, Pierre Lauginie, Panagiotis Lazos,
Pietro Milici, Flora Paparou, Frédérique Plantevin,
Julie Priser, Alfonso San-Miguel, Danny Segers,
Constantine (Kostas) Skordoulis, Trienke M. van
der Spek, Constantina Stefanidou, and Giorgio
Strano.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Darrigol, Olivier (2021). Atoms, Mechanics,
and Probability: Ludwig Boltzmann’s Statistico-
Mechanical Writings - An Exegesis. Oxford, UK:
Oxford University Press.
isbn: 978-0-192-84471-2 [New in Paperback]

“One of the pillars of modern science, statistical
mechanics, owes much to one man, the Austrian
physicist Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906). As a
result of his unusual working and writing styles,
his enormous contribution remains little read and
poorly understood. The purpose of this book is
to make the Boltzmann corpus more accessible to
physicists, philosophers, and historians, and so give
it new life. The means are introductory biographical
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and historical materials, detailed and lucid sum-
maries of every relevant publication, and a final
chapter of critical synthesis.

“Special attention is given to Boltzmann’s theoret-
ical tool-box and to his patient construction of lofty
formal systems even before their full conceptual
import could be known. This constructive tend-
ency largely accounts for his lengthy style, for the
abundance of new constructions, for the relative
vagueness of their object—and for the puzzlement
of commentators. This book will help the reader
cross the stylistic barrier and see how ingeniously
Boltzmann combined atoms, mechanics, and prob-
ability to invent new bridges between the micro-
and macro-worlds.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Downs, Jim (2021). Maladies of Empire: How Co-
lonialism, Slavery, andWar TransformedMedicine.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
isbn: 978-0-674-97172-1

“Most stories of medical progress come with ready-
made heroes. John Snow traced the origins of
London’s 1854 cholera outbreak to a water pump,
leading to the birth of epidemiology. Florence
Nightingale’s contributions to the care of soldiers in
the Crimean War revolutionised medical hygiene,
transforming hospitals from crucibles of infection
to sanctuaries of recuperation. Yet histories of indi-
vidual innovators ignore many key sources of med-
ical knowledge, especially when it comes to the sci-
ence of infectious disease.

“Reexamining the foundations of modern medi-
cine, Jim Downs shows that the study of infec-
tious disease depended crucially on the unrecog-
nised contributions of nonconsenting subjects—
conscripted soldiers, enslaved people, and subjects
of empire. Plantations, slave ships, and battlefields
were the laboratories in which physicians came to

understand the spread of disease. Military doc-
tors learned about the importance of air quality by
monitoring Africans confined to the bottom of slave
ships. Statisticians charted cholera outbreaks by
surveilling Muslims in British-dominated territor-
ies returning from their annual pilgrimage. The
field hospitals of the Crimean War and the U.S. Civil
War were carefully observed experiments in disease
transmission.

“The scientific knowledge derived from discarding
and exploiting human life is now the basis of our
ability to protect humanity from epidemics. Boldly
argued and eye-opening, Maladies of Empire gives a
full account of the true price of medical progress.”
(From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Giladi, Paul (Ed.) (2021). Responses to Natural-
ism: Critical Perspectives from Idealism and Prag-
matism. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.
isbn: 978-1-032-17765-6

“This volume offers critical responses to philosoph-
ical naturalism from the perspectives of four differ-
ent yet fundamentally interconnected philosoph-
ical traditions: Kantian idealism, Hegelian ideal-
ism, British idealism, and American pragmatism.
In bringing these rich perspectives into conversa-
tion with each other, the book illuminates the dis-
tinctive set of metaphilosophical assumptions un-
derpinning each tradition’s conception of the rela-
tionship between the human and natural sciences.

The individual essays investigate the affinities and
the divergences between Kant, Hegel, Collingwood,
and the American pragmatists in their responses to
philosophical naturalism. The ultimate aim of Re-
sponses to Naturalism is to help us understand how
human beings can be committed to the idea of sci-
entific progress without renouncing their human-
istic explanations of the world. It will appeal to
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scholars interested in the role idealist and pragmat-
ist perspectives play in contemporary debates about
naturalism.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Gochberg, Reed (2021). Useful Objects: Mu-
seums, Science, and Literature in Nineteenth-
Century America. Oxford, UK: Oxford University
Press. isbn: 978-0-197-55348-0

“Useful Objects examines the history of American
museums during the nineteenth century through
the eyes of visitors, writers, and collectors. Mu-
seums of this period included a wide range of ob-
jects, from botanical and zoological specimens to
antiquarian artefacts and technological models. In-
tended to promote “useful knowledge,” these col-
lections generated broader discussions about how
objects were selected, preserved, and classified. In
guidebooks and periodicals, visitors described their
experiences within museum galleries and marvelled
at the objects they encountered. In fiction, essays,
and poems, writers embraced the imaginative pos-
sibilities represented by collections and proposed
alternative systems of arrangement. These conver-
sations interrogated many aspects of American cul-
ture, raising deep questions about how objects are
interpreted—and who gets to decide their value.

“Combining literary criticism, the history of sci-
ence, and museum studies, Useful Objects exam-
ines the dynamic and often fraught debates that
emerged during a crucial period in the history of
museums by drawing on a wide range of archival
materials and accounts in fiction, guidebooks, and
periodicals. As museums gradually transformed
from encyclopaedic cabinets to more specialised
public institutions, many writers, including J. Hec-
tor St. John de Crèvecoeur, Jane Johnston School-
craft, William Wells Brown, Walt Whitman, and
Henry David Thoreau, questioned who would have

access to collections and the authority to interpret
them. Throughout this period, they considered loss
and preservation, raised concerns about the place of
new ideas, and resisted increasingly fixed categor-
ies. Their reflections shaped broader debates about
the scope and purpose of museums in American
culture that continue to resonate today.” (From the
Publishers)

More information available here.

Haigh, Thomas, & Ceruzzi, Paul E. (2021). A New
History of Modern Computing. Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press. isbn: 978-0-262-54290-6

“Over the past fifty years, the computer has been
transformed from a hulking scientific supertool and
data processing workhorse, remote from the exper-
iences of ordinary people, to a diverse family of
devices that billions rely on to play games, shop,
stream music and movies, communicate, and count
their steps. In A New History of Modern Comput-
ing, Thomas Haigh and Paul Ceruzzi trace these
changes. A comprehensive reimagining of Cer-
uzzi’s A History of Modern Computing, this new
volume uses each chapter to recount one such trans-
formation, describing how a particular community
of users and producers remade the computer into
something new.

“Haigh and Ceruzzi ground their accounts of these
computing revolutions in the longer and deeper his-
tory of computing technology. They begin with
the story of the 1945 eniac computer, which in-
troduced the vocabulary of “programs” and “pro-
gramming,” and proceed through email, pocket cal-
culators, personal computers, the World Wide Web,
videogames, smart phones, and our current world
of computers everywhere—in phones, cars, appli-
ances, watches, and more. Finally, they consider
the Tesla Model S as an object that simultaneously
embodies many strands of computing.” (From the
Publisher)
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More information available here.

Hon, Giora, &. Goldstein, Bernard R. (2021). Re-
flections on the Practice of Physics: James Clerk
Maxwell’s Methodological Odyssey in Electromag-
netism. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.
isbn: 978-1-032-17406-8

“This monograph examines James Clerk Maxwell’s
contributions to electromagnetism to gain insight
into the practice of science by focusing on scientific
methodology as applied by scientists. First and
foremost, this study is concerned with practices that
are reflected in scientific texts and the ways sci-
entists frame their research. The book is therefore
about means and not ends.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Lazos, Panagiotis (2021). Επιστημονικά
όργανα και πειραματική διδασκαλία των
φυσικώνεπιστημών στην Θεολογική Σχολή της
Χάλκης (Scientific Instruments and teaching of nat-
ural sciences in the Theological School of Halki).
Athens: Theological School of Halki & Ecumen-
ical Federation of Constantinopolitans.
isbn: 978-6-188-39857-3. Paperback.

“The Holy Theological School of Halki Island has
a rich history founded in 1844 and operating until
1971 when its operation was banned. One of the
most unknown aspects is the existence of a phys-
ics laboratory and the teaching of the corresponding
course, something that is not common in a theolo-
gical school. The surviving equipment of the labor-
atory is of special scientific, historical, educational
and aesthetic value. Most of the instruments and
devices, acquired at the end of the 19th century,
come from important French instrument makers
like Molteni, while there is also some remarkable

equipment purchased from the US company cenco
in the 1950s.

“In the first part of the book the evolution of the
teaching of physics and chemistry at the School is
presented. The second part of the book is dedic-
ated to the description, use and history of each part
of the rich equipment of the laboratory, while the
history of the manufacturers or inventors related to
this equipment is given in the last chapters. “It is
hoped that this 160-page monograph will highlight
the barely studied long operation of the School and,
more generally, the education of the Greek com-
munity in Istanbul.”

The book is written in Greek and it is available
through the New Cycle of Constantinopolitans
(neokonpoliton@yagoo.gr).

McLeish, Tom (2021). The Poetry and Music of
Science: Comparing Creativity in Science and Art.
Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press. isbn: 978-
0-192-84537-5 [New in Paperback]

“What human qualities are needed to make sci-
entific discoveries, and which to make great art?
Many would point to ’imagination’ and ’creativity’
in the second case but not the first. This book chal-
lenges the assumption that doing science is in any
sense less creative than art, music or fictional writ-
ing and poetry, and treads a historical and contem-
porary path through common territories of the cre-
ative process. The methodological process called
the ’scientific method’ tells us how to test ideas
when we have had them, but not how to arrive at
hypotheses in the first place. Hearing the stories
that scientists and artists tell about their projects re-
veals commonalities: the desire for a goal, the ex-
perience of frustration and failure, the incubation
of the problem, moments of sudden insight, and the
experience of the beautiful or sublime.

“Selected themes weave the practice of science and
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art together: visual thinking and metaphor, the
transcendence of music and mathematics, the con-
temporary rise of the English novel and experi-
mental science, and the role of aesthetics and de-
sire in the creative process. Artists and scientists
make salient comparisons: Defoe and Boyle; Em-
merson and Humboldt, Monet and Einstein, Schu-
mann and Hadamard. The book draws on medi-
eval philosophy at many points as the product of the
last age that spent time in inner contemplation of
the mystery of how something is mentally brought
out from nothing. Taking the phenomenon of the
rainbow as an example, the principles of creativity
within constraint point to the scientific imagination
as a parallel of poetry.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Modern, John Lardas (2021). Neuromatic Or,
A Particular History of Religion and the Brain.
Chicago. IL: University of Chicago Press.
isbn: 978-0-226-79962-9

“In Neuromatic, religious studies scholar John Lar-
das Modern offers a sprawling examination of the
history of the cognitive revolution and current at-
tempts to locate all that is human in the brain, in-
cluding spirituality itself. Neuromatic is a wildly
original take on the entangled histories of science
and religion that lie behind our brain-laden present:
from eighteenth-century revivals to the origins of
neurology and mystic visions of mental piety in the
nineteenth century; from cyberneticians, Sciento-
logists, and parapsychologists in the twentieth cen-
tury to contemporary claims to have discovered the
neural correlates of religion.

“What Modern reveals via this grand tour is that
our ostensibly secular turn to the brain is bound up
at every turn with the religion it discounts, ignores,
or actively dismisses. In foregrounding the myths,
ritual schemes, and cosmic concerns that have ac-

companied idealisations of neural networks and in-
quiries into their structure, Neuromatic takes the
reader on a dazzling and disturbing ride through
the history of our strange subservience to the brain.”
(From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Nasim, Omar W. (2021). The Astronomer’s Chair:
A Visual and Cultural History. Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press. isbn: 978-0-262-04553-7

“The astronomer’s chair is a leitmotif in the his-
tory of astronomy, appearing in hundreds of draw-
ings, prints, and photographs from a variety of
sources. Nineteenth-century stargazers in particu-
lar seemed eager to display their observing chairs—
task-specific, often mechanically adjustable obser-
vatory furniture designed for use in conjunction
with telescopes. But what message did they mean
to send with these images? In The Astronomer’s
Chair, Omar W. Nasim considers these specialised
chairs as both image and object, offering an original
framework for linking visual and material cultures.
Observing chairs, Nasim ingeniously argues, show-
cased and embodied forms of scientific labor, per-
sonae, and bodily practice that appealed to bour-
geois sensibilities.

“Viewing image and object as connected parts of
moral, epistemic, and visual economies of empire,
Nasim shows that nineteenth-century science was
represented in terms of comfort and energy, and
that “manly” postures of Western astronomers at
work in specialised chairs were contrasted poin-
tedly with images of “effete” and cross-legged “Ori-
ental” astronomers. Extending his historical ana-
lysis into the twentieth century, Nasim reexamines
what he argues to be a famous descendant of the
astronomer’s chair: Freud’s psychoanalytic couch,
which directed observations not outward toward
the stars but inward toward the stratified universe
of the psyche. But whether in conjunction with
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the mind or the heavens, the observing chair was a
point of entry designed for specialists that also por-
trayed widely held assumptions about who merited
epistemic access to these realms in the first place.”
(From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Outram, Dorinda (2021). Science, Enlighten-
ment and Revolution: Selected Papers, 1976-2019.
Abingdon: Routledge. isbn: 978-0-367-48119-3

“Science, Enlightenment and Revolution brings to-
gether thirteen papers by renowned historian
Dorinda Outram. Published between 1976 and
2019 and scattered in a variety of journals and col-
lected volumes, these articles are published together
here for the first time.

“During her distinguished career, Outram has
made significant contributions to the history of sci-
ence, to the history and historiography of the En-
lightenment, to gender history, to the history of
geographical exploration, and to the historical uses
of language. This volume also includes other writ-
ings by Outram, comprising an unpublished in-
troduction in the form of an intellectual autobio-
graphy. Placing this together with her collected aca-
demic papers offers readers an overview of her de-
velopment as an historian and a writer.

“This book is important reading for scholars and
students of early modern Europe, as well as those in-
terested in the Enlightenment, the French Revolu-
tion and gender studies.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.

Perovic, Slobodan (2021). From Data to Quanta:
Niels Bohr’s Vision of Physics. Chicago, IL: The
University of Chicago Press.
isbn: 978-0-226-79833-2

“Niels Bohr was a central figure in quantum phys-
ics, well known for his work on atomic structure and
his contributions to the Copenhagen interpretation
of quantum mechanics. In this book, philosopher
of science Slobodan Perović explores the way Bohr
practiced and understood physics, and analyses its
implications for our understanding of modern sci-
ence. Perović develops a novel approach to Bohr’s
understanding of physics and his method of in-
quiry, presenting an exploratory symbiosis of his-
torical and philosophical analysis that uncovers the
key aspects of Bohr’s philosophical vision of physics
within a given historical context.��“To better un-
derstand the methods that produced Bohr’s break-
through results in quantum phenomena, Perović
clarifies the nature of Bohr’s engagement with the
experimental side of physics and lays out the basic
distinctions and concepts that characterise his ap-
proach. Rich and insightful, Perović’s take on the
early history of quantum mechanics and its meth-
odological ramifications sheds vital new light on
one of the key figures of modern physics.” (From
the Publisher)

More information available here.

Ratti, Emanuele, & Stapleford, Thomas A. (Eds.)
(2021). Science, Technology, and Virtues Contem-
porary Perspectives. Oxford, UK: Oxford univer-
sity Press. isbn: 978-0-190-08171-3

“Virtues have become a valuable and relevant re-
source for understanding modern science and tech-
nology. Scientific practice requires not only follow-
ing prescribed rules but also cultivating judgment,
building mental habits, and developing proper
emotional responses. The rich philosophical tradi-
tions around virtue can provide key insights into
scientific research, including understanding how
daily practice shapes scientists themselves and how
ethical dilemmas created by modern scientific re-
search and technology should be navigated.
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“Science, Technology, and Virtues gathers both new
and eminent scholars to show how concepts of vir-
tue can help us better understand, construct, and
use the products of modern science and technology.
Contributors draw from examples across philo-
sophy, history, sociology, political science, and en-
gineering to explore how virtue theory can help
orient science and technology towards the pursuit
of the good life. Split into four major sections,
this volume covers virtues in science, technology,
epistemology, and research ethics, with individual
chapters discussing applications of virtues to sci-
entific practice, the influence of virtue ethics on so-
cially responsible research, and the concept of ”fail-
ing well” within the scientific community. Rather
than offer easy solutions, the essays in this volume
instead illustrate how virtue concepts can provide
a productive and illuminating perspective on two
phenomena at the core of modern life.

“Fresh and thought-provoking, Science, Technology,
and Virtues presents a pluralistic set of scholarship
to show how virtue concepts can enrich our un-
derstanding of scientific research, guide the design
and use of new technologies, and shape how we en-
vision future scientists, engineers, consumers, and
citizens.” (From the Publishers)

More information available here.

Rice, Collin (2021). Leveraging Distortions: Ex-
planation, Idealization, and Universality in Sci-
ence. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.
isbn: 978-0-262-54261-6

“A fundamental rule of logic is that in order for an
argument to provide good reasons for its conclu-
sion, the premises of the argument must be true.
In this book, Collin Rice shows how the practice
of science repeatedly, pervasively, and deliberately
violates this principle. Rice argues that scientists
strategically use distortions that misrepresent relev-

ant features of natural phenomena in order to ex-
plain and understand—and that they use these dis-
tortions deliberately and justifiably in order to dis-
cover truths that would be otherwise inaccessible.

“Countering the standard emphasis on causation,
accurate representation, and decomposition of sci-
ence into its accurate and inaccurate parts, Rice
shows that science’s epistemic achievements can
still be factive despite their being produced through
the use of holistically distorted scientific represent-
ations. Indeed, he argues, this distortion is one of
the most widely employed and fruitful tools used
in scientific theorising. Marshalling a range of
case studies, Rice contends that many explanations
in science are noncausal, and he presents an al-
ternate view of explanation that captures the vari-
ety of noncausal explanations found across the sci-
ences. He proposes an alternative holistic distortion
view of idealised models, connecting it to physicists’
concept of a universality class; shows how univer-
sality classes can overcome some of the challenges
of multiscale modelling; and offers accounts of ex-
planation, idealisation, modelling, and understand-
ing.” (From the Publisher)

“This wonderful book provides an innovative and
deep examination of the positive contributions that
idealizations and other deliberate distortions make
to our scientific explanations and knowledge. Rice’s
conclusions draw on an impressive range of case
studies, drawn not only from physics but also bio-
logy and economics. The positive account of sci-
entific progress in terms of greater and greater un-
derstanding of target phenomena is compelling and
should command the attention of realists and anti-
realists for some time.” – Christopher Pincock, De-
partment of Philosophy, The Ohio State University

“Collin Rice has deepened our understanding of the
central role idealisation plays in contemporary sci-
entific inquiry. A must-read for practicing scientists
and philosophers of science alike.” – Michael Weis-
berg, Professor and Chair of Philosophy, University
of Pennsylvania
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More information available here.

Schindler, Thomas E. (2021). A Hidden Legacy:
The Life and Work of Esther Zimmer Lederberg.
Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.
isbn: 978-0-197-53167-9

“In the mid-20th century, microbiologist Esther
Zimmer Lederberg and her then-husband, Joshua
Lederberg, made a series of remarkable discoveries
that contributed to the biochemical understanding
of the gene. Together, they laid the foundation for
molecular biology and the field of bacterial genetics.
In 1958, he alone was awarded the Nobel Prize for
their work. Esther’s ingenuity was largely ignored
and undervalued by the Nobel committee and has
continued to be obscured by historians of science.

“In this book, Thomas E. Schindler shares many of
Esther’s hidden scientific contributions and her role
in the discoveries that launched her then-husband’s
celebrated career. AHidden Legacy delves into how,
as a couple, the Lederbergs established a new field
of bacterial genetics in the decade leading up to the
discovery of the dna double helix. Their impressive
series of achievements includes the discovery of: λ
bacteriophage and the first plasmid, known as the
F-factor; how viruses carry bacterial genes between
bacteria; and fundamental properties of bacterial
sex. Schindler explains how Esther’s research re-
vealed unique features of bacterial sex that are now
essential to our understanding of molecular biology
and evolution.

“A magnificent story of a remarkable scientist, A
Hidden Legacy takes readers through the process
that scrambled the tree of life and offers insight into
the role Esther played in uncovering these secretes
of bacterial and viral genes.”

More information available here.

Schliesser, Eric (2021). Newton’s Metaphysics: Es-
says. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.
isbn: 978-0-197-56769-2

“In this collection of new and previously published
essays, noted philosopher Eric Schliesser offers new
interpretations of the significance of Isaac Newton’s
metaphysics on his physics and the subsequent de-
velopment of philosophy more broadly. Schliesser
address Newton’s account of space, time, gravity,
motion, inertia, and laws-all evergreens in the lit-
erature; he also breaks new ground in focusing on
Newton’s philosophy of time, Newton’s views on
emanation, and Newton’s modal metaphysics.

“In particular, Schliesser explores the rich reson-
ances between Newton’s and Spinoza’s metaphys-
ics. Schliesser presents a new argument of the
ways in which Newton and his circle respond to
the treatment and accusations of Spinozism, illu-
minating both the details of Newton’s metaphysics
and the content of Spinoza’s. Schliesser provides a
fine-grained analysis of some of the key metaphys-
ical concepts in Newton’s physics, including contro-
versial interpretations of Newton’s ideas on space,
time, inertia, and necessity. Schliesser restates his
provocative interpretation of Newton’s views on ac-
tion at a distance as he was developing the Principia.

“Newton’s Metaphysics contains a substantive intro-
duction, two chapters co-authored with Zvi Biener
and with Mary Domski, new chapters on New-
ton’s modal metaphysics and his theology, and two
postscripts in which Schliesser responds to some
of his most important critics, including Katherine
Brading, Andrew Janiak, Hylarie Kochiras, Stef-
fen Ducheyne, and Adwait Parker. The collec-
tion presents new and varied analyses on familiar
focuses of Newton’s work, adding important per-
spectives to the recent revival of interest in Spinoza’s
metaphysics.” (From the Publisher)

More information available here.
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Weyl, Hermann (2021). Philosophy of Mathem-
atics and Natural Science (Introduction by Frank
Wilczek). Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press isbn: 978-1-400-83333-7 [ebook]

“When mathematician Hermann Weyl decided to
write a book on philosophy, he faced what he re-
ferred to as “conflicts of conscience” — the object-
ive nature of science, he felt, did not mesh eas-
ily with the incredulous, uncertain nature of philo-
sophy. Yet the two disciplines were already inter-
twined. In Philosophy of Mathematics and Nat-
ural Science, Weyl examines how advances in philo-
sophy were led by scientific discoveries — the more
humankind understood about the physical world,
the more curious we became. The book is divided
into two parts, one on mathematics and the other
on the physical sciences. Drawing on work by
Descartes, Galileo, Hume, Kant, Leibniz, and New-
ton, Weyl provides readers with a guide to under-
standing science through the lens of philosophy.
This is a book that no one but Weyl could have
written — and, indeed, no one has written anything
quite like it since.” (From the Publisher)

“The translation has long been out of print, so
this recent publication, with a very fine intro-
duction by Frank Wilczek, is to be highly val-
ued…Weyl’s Philosophy of Mathematics and Nat-
ural Science should be on every mathematician’s or
physicist’s bookshelf. …What a pleasure, what a
privilege, to read and contemplate Hermann Weyl’s
monumental achievements.” – Jeremy Butterfield,
Physics Today

“[W]e remain ever grateful that Hermann Weyl,
compromising his conscience to the extent that he
did, left behind this unrivalled treasure of insights
into the murkiest epistemological depths of math-
ematics and theoretical physics.” – Thomas Ryck-
man, Metascience

More information available here.

Zuber, Mike A. (2021). Spiritual Alchemy: From
Jacob Boehme to Mary Anne Atwood. Oxford, UK:
Oxford University Press.
isbn: 978-0-190-07304-6

“Most professional historians see the relationship
between pre-modern and modern alchemy as one
of discontinuity and contrast. Mike A. Zuber chal-
lenges this dominant understanding and explores
aspects of alchemy that have been neglected by re-
cent work in the history of science. The predomin-
ant focus on the scientific aspect of alchemy, such
as laboratory experiment, practical techniques, and
material ingredients, argues Zuber, marginalises
the things that render alchemy so fascinating: its
rich and vivid imagery, reliance on the medium of
manuscript, and complicated relationship with re-
ligion.

“Spiritual Alchemy traces the early-modern ante-
cedents of modern alchemy through generations of
followers of Jacob Boehme, the cobbler and theo-
sopher of Görlitz. As Boehme’s disciples down
the generations — including the Silesian noble-
man Abraham von Franckenberg and the London-
based German immigrant Dionysius Andreas Fre-
her, among others — studied his writings, they drew
on his spiritual alchemy, adapted it, and commu-
nicated it to their contemporaries. Spiritual al-
chemy combines traditional elements of alchemical
literature with Christian mysticism. Defying the
boundaries between science and religion, this com-
bination was transmitted from Görlitz ultimately
to England. In 1850, it inspired a young woman,
later known as Mary Anne Atwood, to write her
Suggestive Inquiry into the Hermetic Mystery, usu-
ally seen as the first modern interpretation of al-
chemy. Drawing extensively on manuscript or oth-
erwise obscure sources, Zuber documents continu-
ity between pre-modern and modern forms of al-
chemy while exploring this hybrid phenomenon.”
(From the Publisher)

More information available here.
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Authors of hps&st-related papers and books
are invited to bring them to attention of
Paulo Maurício or Nathan Oseroff-Spicer for
inclusion in these sections.

Michael R. Matthews: History,
Philosophy and Science Teaching: A
Personal Story, Springer, 2021

This book of ten chapters, 298 + xxv pages and 800
references is an historical narrative of the author’s
academic appointments, his significant research
and publication endeavours, important editorial
and institutional engagements, and appraisals of
many important debates and contributors in sci-
ence education.

The author is Honorary Associate Professor in
the School of Education at the University of New
South Wales. He has degrees in Geology, Psycho-
logy, Philosophy, History and Philosophy of Sci-
ence, and Philosophy of Education.

He has taught in high school, teachers’ college
and university; was Foundation Professor of Sci-
ence Education at the University of Auckland; was
Foundation President of the International His-
tory, Philosophy and Science Teaching Group;
was Foundation President of the Inter-Divisional
Teaching Commission of the dhst and dlmps;
and is a Fellow of the Royal Society (New South
Wales).

The ten chapters begin with his Australian-Irish
family life, his Catholic school education, his rich
undergraduate education, then further degrees at
Sydney University whilst school teaching, then
range over a number of the central theoretical,
curricular and pedagogical issues in science edu-

cation to which he has contributed. The final
chapter is a proposal for hps-informed science
teacher education.

The book gives accounts of philosophers who
greatly influenced his own thinking and who also
were personal friends – Wallis Suchting, Abner
Shimony, Robert Cohen, Marx Wartofsky, Israel
Scheffler, Michael Martin and Mario Bunge.

The book, throughout, advocates the importance
of clear writing and avoidance of faddism in both
philosophy and in education. It documents, dis-
turbingly, many examples of the latter.

Positive reviews by Michael Reiss (Science Edu-
cation, University College London), Eric Scerri
(Chemistry Department, University of California
Los Angeles) and Roland Schulz (Education, Si-
mon Fraser University) are available here.

Book details, chapter titles and previews, and pur-
chasing information can be seen here.
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The book is available in print copy and eBook.
From June 20 to July 18 there is a 20% dis-
count available by using the following Springer
token when purchasing from the Springer site:
xRMtG7SJe4B2Ddd. This token is part of the
above web address.

The book is available to individuals as a MyCopy
for eur/usd25. This is simply a paperback ver-
sion of the print hardcover book. Obtaining a My-
Copy requires first that an individual’s institution
has purchased the eBook. It does not apply when
the hardcover alone has been purchased, though
the eBook alone suffices to make the MyCopy
available. This often happens automatically as the
eBook will be part of a Springer package bought by
institutions. If not, the institution needs to inde-
pendently purchase the eBook. Librarians can ad-
vise through which channels the MyCopy is then
purchased. This is a most suitable arrangement
for instructors wishing to use the book as a course
text.

Springer are facilitating reviews of the book in
relevant hps, Philosophy, Education and Science
Education journals and newsletters. Review edit-
ors should send reviewer’s name and email, along
with journal/newsletter name and website to:

Nick Melchior Nick.Melchior@springer.com

Reviewers are initially provided with the eBook,
and upon publication of the review, are mailed the
print version.

Coming hps&st Related Confer-
ences

November 11-14, 2021, Philosophy of Science As-
sociation biennial conference, Baltimore

Details: here.

March 27-30, 2022, narst Annual Conference,
Vancouver, BC
Details: here.

July 3rd-7th, 2022, ihpst 16th International Con-
ference, University of Calgary, Canada
Details from Glenn Dolphin:
glenn.dolphin@ucalgary.ca.

July 18-22, 2022, ’Objects of Understanding: His-
torical Perspectives on Material Artefacts in Sci-
ence Education’, Europa-Universität Flensburg,
Germany
Details: Roland Wittje, roland.wittje@gmail.com
and here.

July 24-29, 2023, 17th dlmpst Congress, Univer-
sity of Buenos Aires Information: Pablo Loren-
zano, pablo@unq.edu.ar.

hps&st Related Organisations and
Websites

iuhpst – International Union of History, Philo-
sophy, Science, and Technology

dlmpst – Division of Logic, Mathematics, Philo-
sophy, Science, and Technology

dhst – Division of History, Science, and Techno-
logy

ihpst – International History, Philosophy, and
Science Teaching Group

narst – National Association for Research in Sci-
ence Teaching

esera – European Science Education Research
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Association

asera – Australasian Science Education Research
Association

icase – International Council of Associations for
Science Education

unesco – Education

hss – History of Science Society

eshs – European Society for the History of Science

aha – American History Association

isheastme – International Society for the History
of East Asian History of Science Technology and
Medicine

bshs – British Society for History of Science

epsa – European Philosophy of Science Associ-
ation

aahpsss - The Australasian Association for the
History, Philosophy, and Social Studies of Science

hopos – International Society for the History of
Philosophy of Science

psa – Philosophy of Science Association

bsps – The British Society for the Philosophy of
Science

spsp – The Society for Philosophy of Science in
Practice

ishpsb – The International Society for the His-
tory, Philosophy, and Social Studies of Biology

pes – The Philosophy of Education Society (USA)

The above list is updated and kept on the hps&st
website here.

hps&st-related organisations wishing their web
page to be added to the list should contact assistant
editor Paulo Maurício (paulo.asterix@gmail.com)

The newsletter is typeset in XeLaTeX.
The font is Minion Pro.
The cover image is used with permission from
https://pixabay.com/, free for commercial use.
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